
Mistakes to Avoid When 
Launching Your Personal Brand

MISTAKE #1: Waiting for the Perfect Time
The best time to launch your personal brand is NOW!  Start by defining how you want others to see
and feel about you, then develop a plan on how to grow into that!

MISTAKE #2: Thinking Small & Starting Big
You don't need to spend thousands of dollars and hundreds of hours launching your personal brand! It
should take less than $1,000 to get you started on a scalable platform you can grow into.

MISTAKE #3: Reinventing the Wheel
Copy what others have done successfully before trying to come up with the next idea for Shark Tank. 
Find brands you love and follow them then work with a mentor who can help you duplicate their success!    

MISTAKE #4: Begging people to join your list
Attract potential customers, business partners and alliances by creating a value based lead magnet targeted
at the people you want to work with - solve their problem and provide a solution!   

MISTAKE #5: Using multiple platforms for lead generation
Focus on a platform you OWN, such as a blog or website, and use one social media platform until you are
generating consistent DAILY leads from it without much effort - go for quantity , then quality! 

MISTAKE #6: Talking about what you want
Define the type of person who wants what you have and speak directly to them so they voluntarily enter
your marketing funnel. What do THEY follow, love, hate, value, believe or struggle with?  

MISTAKE #7: Creating content without a plan
If you only create content when you feel like it you'll feel overwhelmed and quit before results are even
realized. Commit to ONE piece of content per day - write a blog, post on social media, make a video, etc. 

MISTAKE #8: Believing it will happen overnight
You might be like Ray Higdon who recorded a video every single day for 10 years before selling 1 million
copies of his newest book: TIME, MONEY, FREEDOM, but it will be worth it, as long as you NEVER QUIT!
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After helping many home based entrepreneurs launch their own personal brands throughout
different industries I've learned 8 common mistakes that are made and how to easily avoid them...


